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With more than twenty four years of know how, Advanced Network Devices team members
have supplied clients both locally and internationally with more than parts and pieces. We
are a business partner and a trusted provider of comprehensive Information Technology
product lines and infrastructure solutions, backed by a solid guarantee, fast and friendly
service, and incredible sourcing capabilities.
At Advanced Network devices, we understand your IT network is the backbone of your
business, which is why we offer innovative and mission-critical solutions that offer you better
availability, improved efficiency, while offering flexibility and scalability, to meet the specific
needs of your business for today and tomorrow.
Advanced Network Devices is provider of robust, yet cost effective wireless test and
measurement, deep packet inspection, Network management solutions, and high
performance Copper and Fibre solutions which will meet, and exceed your current as well
as future requirements.
Advanced Network Devices engineering team, can design robust, state of the art, yet cost
effective solutions, from physical layer to switching and routing layer for enterprise, medium
and small businesses across North America.
Because of the pivotal role we could play in your business, Advanced Network Devices is
committed in creating and maintaining strong relationships with our customers, built on a
foundation of excellence and trust. From the products we offer to our dedicated customer
service and support, we know what’s important to you.
Sincerely yours,
A-N-D Team
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Ekahau is a world class leader in innovative wireless solutions, may it be asset tracking, security or site
survey, and analysis solutions. With over 15,000 happy customers and 500,000 users. Ekahau products
are used by well known entities such as Cisco, Meru, Aerohive, in addition to thousands of systems
integrators, IT administrators, and the rest of the WiFi world,.
Ekahau has become the pioneer in WiFi tools by designing, developing and manufacturing the first ever
enterprise-grade site survey tool with built-in Network planning, reporting, and other critical features which is
required for day to day operations of IT Administrators and IT Security officers.
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In the world of WiFi networks, careful planning is essential to ensure that your wireless network performs in
a manner that is consistent and in accordance with your application requirements. Therefore it is very
important to conduct a thorough planning as well as site survey before and after any Wireless network
deployment.
A pre-site survey allows the systems designers to assess requirements and design the network in manner
that promotes and encourages scalability while also meeting expectations with regard to the applications
the network will support.
When executives and IT managers think about obtaining such solutions, they often consider obtaining
equipment that will provide a good return on their investment. With that in mind, a wireless network that is
going to be deployed throughout the enterprise should be designed and deployed for data, video, and
voice, to ensure that WiFi network is scalable, and the user mobility is enhanced.
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Over 10 years in the making, Ekahau Site Survey (ESS ) maintains its reputation as the easiest to use,
enterprise-grade Wi-Fi design and maintenance tool for WiFi professionals. With crystal clear heat maps
and easy-to-use reports, ESS makes it simple to optimize WiFi.
ESS will lets you plan and create WiFi networks according to your performance and capacity requirements
by taking into consideration the ever increasing amount of wireless clients (BYOD) and simulating real-life
application usage such as VoIP, HD video streaming and web browsing. Some of ESS features can be
highlighted in the below:
3D Wi-Fi Network Planning
Plan for capacity, coverage, and performance
Hybrid Site Surveys
Network Analysis, Optimization and Simulation
In-depth analysis on network coverage, performance and capacity - with unbeatable clarity
WiFi Troubleshooting
WiFi bottlenecks with a single view
Standard and customized Reporting
RTLS Deployment
Deploy, calibrate and test RTLS
802.11ac Network Planning, Capacity Analysis, and Site Survey
Optimize 802.11ac and 802.11n Wi-Fi Network
WiFi Interference Analysis
BYOD Capacity Planning and Analysis
Design a network that meets your capacity requirements
Extensive after sales support services
Advanced Network Devices is proud to be National Value Added Distributor for Ekahau WiFi Design
Solutions in Canada.
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With over 60 years of experience Telegärtner GmbH, with its head quarters in Germany, is an internationally
operated provider of comprehensive range of high performance structured cabling solutions for connection
technology. The product line includes coaxial connectors, network solutions for structured building wiring as well as
modular programs in the industrial and fibre optic areas. Telegärtner is not a conventional connector or network
component. It is fully developed, high performance
transmission solution that meets the highest demands
of reliability and scalability.
Telegärtner (DataVoice) offers a reliable, professional,
complete system for all aspects of building networking,
providing complete wiring of copper and fibre optic
networks and also professional connectors for
industrial ethernet and harsh environment
applications. It starts around the building with a
complete line of fibre optic products which can be
preassembled for easy installation, and carries over
into the office area with comprehensive network
solutions, and continues on into the industrial area
with extremely reliable RJ45 connector systems for
harsh environments.
Telegärtner (Coaxial) offers a broad standard range of coaxial connectors for rapid availability and with the added
performance guaranteed by Telegärtner quality and reliability in every product, whether in the form of low failure
rates, large performance reserves, or performance which goes well beyond standard requirements.
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The demand for flexible, innovative solutions alongside deep understanding and extensive expertise of
structured cabling, has lead Telegärtner to become forefront leader in designing innovative solutions which
are appreciated by endusers globally. For decades, Telegärtner has delivered this excellence to its
customers-all over the world, and across every major industry.
While each application is unique, enterprise customers share common expectations: best performance,
highest reliability, greater simplicity, and a migration path they can take confidence in. Telegärtner builds
these priorities into individual solutions it designs, offering critical advantages to help you succeed.
Data centres benefit from the high speed, dependable performance and growing intelligence of Telegärtner
infrastructure and software-based solutions. The solutions encompass, copper, and Fibre end to end
solutions, which could be outfitted with intelligence on the physical layer, thus improving uptime and network
availability.
Office Buildings utilize state of art connectivity solutions from MDF to the desk. The solutions encompass
full range of copper and fibre solutions, which provide flexibility for adds, moves and changes to the
infrastructure.
Campus environments solutions extended from indoor and outdoor connectivity, and allow expansion of
the network, from LAN, to Campus, MAN, and eventually WAN, with highest network availability and
performance across the enterprise.
The solutions are designed and delivered in such a way that
environmental considerations such as excessive temperatures, high humidity, and liquid/solid particle factors
have minimal effect on performance and network availability.
Advanced Network Devices is proud to represent Telegärtner’s entire Data Voice, Office, Data Centre,
Indutrial Ethernet and Harsh Enviornment solutions within Canada as National Distributor.
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Savvius's mission is to build those tools, and to apply the resulting networking expertise to cybersecurity
investigations as well. Common to everything Savvius does is a focus on providing useful insight built on a
deep understanding of networks from packets
through applications.
Savvius products are essential for anyone
responsible for networks or for investigating
security events.
From Omnipliance capture appliances that can
ingest and store network traffic at up to 20
Gbps for monitoring, forensics, and
troubleshooting, to Omnipliance WiFi for
monitoring and troubleshooting WLANs,
including 802.11ac networks with 100s of
access points, to OmniPeek software, for
understanding and investigating networks,
Savvius has products for every network
professional. Now, introducing Savvius Vigil for
intelligently storing weeks and months of
network packets useful to security investigations.
Savvius unmatched solutions are able to provide real-time stats and graphs of key indicators such as latency
and utilization without the need to send the packets to a local machine..
Savvius was founded in 1990 as the AG Group, became WildPackets, Inc., in 2000, and in 2015 changed its
name to Savvius to better reflect our current business in network management and security forensics.
Savvius products, combining intelligent analysis and intuitive workflow, are available in two families:
Omnipliance hardware and OmniPeek software for network insight, forensics, and troubleshooting, and
Savvius Vigil for long-term packet-level security forensics.
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Capture Engine for OmniPeek captures and analyzes network traffic in real time and records that traffic for
post-capture analysis. With Capture Engine for OmniPeek, network engineers can monitor distributed
networks remotely and quickly identify and remedy performance bottlenecks without leaving the office.
Capture Engine for OmniPeek software probes runs as a service on dedicated Windows servers as well as
on Savvius Omnipliances. By deploying Capture Engines in each business location, a network engineering
team gains real-time visibility into all its remote networks. Enterprises that cannot afford to staff each office
with a network engineer can use Capture Engine for OmniPeek software probes to support network service
monitoring and analytics.
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OmniPeek Enterprise supports local captures from multiple interfaces and connections to an unlimited
number of distributed Omnipliance appliances. It also supports data collection from any network topology,
including 10 Gigabit and Gigabit networks, and local matrix switches. OmniPeek Enterprise also provides
advanced Voice and Video over IP functionality, including signaling and media analyses of voice and video,
VoIP playback, voice and video network analysis, Visual Expert, and more. OmniPeek Enterprise is ideal
for IT organizations responsible for network analysis and network service level agreements (SLAs) for the
entire organization. A license of OmniPeek Enterprise should be considered for each location supported by
a network engineer.
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The Softing’s WireXpert, with its unparalleled 2,500 MHz measurement range, is the first cable certifier with
capability to certify the highest performance cabling systems in enterprise networks and data centres. Cable
installers make significant gain in productivity with WireXpert's industry leading test speed and ease of use. With
certification testing up to Class FA and CAT8 copper
cabling, as well as MPO, Single Mode and Multimode
fibre optic cabling, WireXpert is ready for testing and
certifying 40G and beyond.
Cabling systems are evolving rapidly with CAT8
standard for copper cabling on the horizon, and growing
use of MPO and Single Mode cabling for 40G Ethernet
and beyond. The powerful measurement engine of the
WireXpert 4500 performs the most complex cable
certification tests quickly and accurately. In a matter of
seconds you will know the answer to "PASS or not?"
For any failed links advanced diagnostic feature takes
the guess work out, and will provided distance to fault,
which further reduce trouble shooting time of links not meeting standard specified requirements.
The WireXpert 4500 has a large number of application specific detachable test adapters to test many different
types of cables and components. The WireXpert 4500 has test adapters for all categories of copper patch-cords,
multi-mode MPO cables, simplex multi-mode and single-mode links, industrial Ethernet cabling systems (1G and
10G), coaxial cables, and more. WireXpert 4500 even offers a range of specialized adapters for lab testing. Some
of the most reputed cable vendors use the WireXpert 4500 in their research laboratories to qualify newly
developed cabling components.
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Softing, WireXpert 4500 is the fastest tester enabling it test copper links in less than 9 seconds for Category
6A testing based on TIA or ISO certification standards. WireXpert is industries leading and only cable tester
which can test up to 2500 MHz frequency range to support new TIA CAT 8 and ISO Class I and II draft
standards . The higher frequency testing ability makes WireXpert 4500 a future proof investment. The
unique feature of distance to fault will pinpoint failed location distance through advanced time domain
analysis. Robust enclosure of WireXpert 4500 is designed to withstand rough handling, with more than 8
hours operation from Li-Ion battery. The WireXpert performance measurement accuracy is independently
verified by ETL laboratories - and exceeds ISO Level V* (draft), IV and TIA Level IIIe Accuracy requirements.
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LEVEL V
WireXpert cable certification tester WX4500-FA with built in encircled flux compliant light source enables
testing of MPO/MTP links when used with MPO adapters. A typical test setup consists of WireXpert local
unit with MPO power meter adapter, and the remote unit with MPO light source adapter attached.
Alternatively, a multimode fibre adapter can be attached to WireXpert local unit for testing individual fibres
in MPO link.
This solution provides a fast and accurate measurement of MPO link loss and testing against user
configured limit, and automatically identifies MPO polarity methods A, B, C and non-standard MM parallel
optic links.
This versatile solution enables data centre IT managers to get quick and accurate assessment of the
quality of MPO links. Additionally, it helps in performing inspection of MPO components such as cassettes.
The key feature of this solution is a 5-second Autotest that includes a detection of fibre connection map and
measurement of loss on each channel.
Advanced Network Devices represent Softing field testing and certification solutions within Canada.
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The NetCrunch by AdremSoft is a unique Integrated Network Monitoring solution which will provide detailed
information about all devices, servers, switches, routers, services and connectivity in real time.
NetCrunch scalable design allows expandability of monitoring from
LAN, to MAN, and eventually WAN.
NetCrunch automatically creates Layer 2 maps, routing maps and
automatically manages and updates many predefined views.
NetCrunch unique design approach allows monitoring of network in
depend of platform (Windows, Linux, OSX) under the same monitoring
umbrella. Furthermore, due lack of distributed agents, network loads
for monitoring purposes are negligible. Whether network maps,
multiple performance data charts or top charts are possible through of
creation of rules within NetCrunch.
NetCrunch can remotely gather, filter and analyze event log data from
multiple Windows machines. By defining alert filters for specific events, logs could be created. By grouping
same events if generated in within several seconds - alert floods are completely eliminated.
In order to compliment existing network management solutions, NetCrunch is able receive SNMPv1, SNMPv2
and SNMPv3 traps, as well as forward received traps to another SNMP manager.
NetCrunch uses a remote connection to the Windows system to monitor the performance (no SNMP required).
By retrieving performance counters available in Windows, NetCrunch can track and alert on issues affecting
operating system's performance and other applications supporting Windows counters (SQL, Exchange and
many others).
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Over 16 years in the making, NetCrunch by Adremsoft maintains its leadership as the most intuitive,
comprehensive, yet scalable network monitoring solution in the market today. With over 2500 customers
across the globe, it has become one of the forefront award winning leaders in the field of Network
Monitoring.
A short review of NetCrunch is summarized as per below:
Advanced File & Folder Monitoring Sensor
Built-in MIB database contains about 300,000 SNMP objects
Over 100 Monitoring Packs containing monitoring settings for popular applications and devices.
Apache, DNS & Page Monitoring Sensors
High Precision Performance Monitoring through floating point numbers in performance data.
Decode encrypted SNMP v3 traps (TRAP and INFORM packets)
Automatic Alert Resolution
NetCrunch Server Status Dashboard
External alert correlation (syslog, SNMP traps, Windows Events)
Node Monitoring Configuration
Users definable thresholds on average values
Baseline and Range triggers
Event Log Summary
Unix family systems view of Linux, BSD and Mac OS X,
3500+ Pre-compiled SNMP MIBs
Automatic Network Discovery and Configuration
Traffic Monitoring for PFix, NetFlow (v5 & v9), JFlow, netStream, CFlow, AppFlow, and rFlow
Port Mapping on each switch port status and connected devices
Advanced Network Devices is proud to be National Value Added Distributor for AdremSoft NetCrunch
Solution in Canada.
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Network infrastructure represents a major part of the capital expense of an emerging technology rollout.
Ensuring that the infrastructure plan is designed to be cost effective, robust, and flexible in meeting future needs
is critical to achieving optimal return on investment.
Advanced Network Devices Network Design Engineering Team (NDET) expert architecture and design team will
help you meet these objectives. Our approach utilizes proven tools and methodologies that are founded on
extensive technical expertise and significant real-world deployment experience. By partnering with NDET, you
are able to plan for optimal network performance at all stages of your network lifecycle from pre-deployment and
new service introduction to ongoing expansion.
Network Architecture Services:
Detailed project plan
Network topology, traffic and capacity patterns
Network modelling
High-level network design
Physical Layer network design

Network Design Services:
Engineering Design Package
System configurations and site-level documentation of
configuration parameters
System installation requirements
System integration requirements

Achieve Your Objectives:
Leverage experience to efficiently and effectively plan your emerging technology solution. Our team of
experts will help to ensure that your objectives are achieved:
Minimize cost of ownership — Maximize returns with minimal investments
Accelerate time-to-market — Bypass the learning curve and speed up your ability to generate revenue
Sustain competitive advantage — Ensure a cost-effective foundation for daily operations that delivers
superior performance and intelligent growth.
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